Suds of doable systems of abstract algebras and lattices were first introduced in [1] and [2] respectively. They are derived from Plonka.systems and their sums as defined in [5J, in fact, Plonka systems of abstract algebras are special double systems. In [3] the concept of a double system of lattices is reexamined and with a change in the original definition of such a system it becomes possible to represent any lattice in a very natural way as the sum of the double system of its congruence classes with respect to a given congruence relation (Theorem I and II of [3j). The approach in [3] is algebraic rather than order-theoretic. This paper focuses on the order-theoretic properties of double systems of lattices and extends the concept of a double system to arbitrary partially ordered sets. The main result here is similar to the one for lattices in [3j. It will be possible to repres-ent a partially ordered set as the sum of the double system of its equivalence classes with respect to a given acyclic equivalence relation (Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2). The results of [3] for lattices will be discussed as special cases of the results for partially ordered sets (section 3).
Acyclic equivalence relations on partially ordered sets
(1.5) There exists x e 0(a) and y 60(b) such that x < y.
If P is a partially ordered set and 6 an equivalence relation then there is of course no algebraic quotient structure that induces an order relation on the equivalence classes es in (1.2) and (1.3) for lattices. But condition (1.5) can be used to define an order relation on the equivalence clas-
ses.
An equivalence relation 9 on P is acyclic if and only if the following is true for all e P:
(1.6) If there are x 1 ,...,x n , ¡^''"'^n+l 6 P sucla
and 7 n+1 6, ( a ili then 0(3^ = ô(a.,) for 1 < i < n.
For a,b é P we now define a binary relation ^ on P/0 by (1.7) 0(a) ¿S 6(b) iff (1.5) is fulfilled.
The transitive closure R of this relation is sf partial order on P/0. It is obviously reflexive and transitive by definition. The antisymmetry is a consequence of the fact that 0 is acyclic.
This relation fi will be called the 0-induced partial order on P/8. Note that if P is a lattice and G a congruence relation, then :S is already a partial order on P/0 , XD IS ct, the usual order of" the quotient lattice. (1) fi is a congruenoe relation (2) Pt is a sublattice òf P for all t e T, and for s < t < r in T, = and = »J.
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The ©-induced order on T is the order of the quotient lattice T = P/6 and the congruence classes P^ are sublattices of P. To show <J>gC Let x € = (E]p Pi Pg. Then x < z e E c Pr, but also by (1.4) x < y 6 Pt. Now zA y e Pt and x £ z A ye (3]pnPt.
Hence x e ((Bjp n P^ n Ps = <*>g^E. Dually, Vg £ vfvg.
(2) =Z> (1) But then P u -j P i' 2 y £ u.j for some u1 e Pt , and x < u2 for some u2 e P^ and xvy va <xvu1 va e Pt and ivy va < i^vyva e Pt . This implies r < t^ and r < t2 hence r = t1 = t2 and xva = yva(e). Dually xAas yAa(fl).
Double systems of partially ordered sets
Let T be a partially ordered set and let {pjt e Tj be a set of pairwise disjoint partially ordered sets. For
be mappings with the following properties: A mapping <j>J, is considered non-trivial if there is at least t one non-empty lower end E in P t such that 0 S E is nonempty .
Such a system of partially ordered sets {P t |t6 T| with the mappings and qig will be called a double system of partially ordered sets. Por a double system we define an order relation on P = U|P T |T e. T| as follows: Por XEP G , y e P^ e let (2.7) x < y in P iff s < t in T and xe0^(yj p .
fa r t By (2.5) this is equivalent to 2.8) x < y in P iff s «s t in T and y e^[z) p . s
As a consequence of (2.3)» ^ is reflexive and antisymmetric. (2.4) and (2.5) imply the' transitivity of < .
(P,<), where < is the orders-relation of (2.7), is called the sum of the double system . Note that for x,y e P,
x < y in P^ iff x < y in P.
-233 -iu.Hesse Höft Let now 8 be the natural equivalence relation on ' £ defined as x = y(e) iff x,y t P^ for some t e T. Then 8 is acyclic and the ©-induced order £ of the equivalence cles-6 ses P^, t c T, is order-isomorphic to the given order of T.
We mast showj (2.9) Fa < P+ iff s < t in T. On the other hand, if we start out with a partially ordered set P and an acyclic equivalence relation B on P, we have shown that we can order the equivalence classes with the $ -induced order. The natural mappings and as defined in section 1 fulfill (2.1)-(2.6), so the equivalence classes, together with these mappings, form a double system of partially ordered sets and by (1.8) the order of P is precisely the order of the sum of this double system.
The o r e m 2.2. Let P be a partially ordered set and let 8 be an acyclic equivalence relation on P. Then P is the sum of the double system 3? of equivalence classes for Q , where the index-set T is the set of equivalence classes with the ©-induced order and where the mappings
•J, vt for s,t e T are defined as = (El n P a and
3. Double systems of lattices Let 9? be a double system of lattices {P t lt e T}, where T is also a lattice and the <p'a and v's fulfill (2.1)-(2.6). For the sum P of this system to be a lattice, we must impose some additional requirements on the mappings.
(2.4) and (2.5) will have to be strengthened to: Hence a 6 0® At (z],> , i.e. a < z in P and z = r GAt = z A y in P. This lattioe P is the sum of the double system of lattices as defined in [3] . In fact, the two main theorems of [3] are now immediate consequenoes of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2. liote, however, that we are using a slightly and insignificantly different definition r»f a double system since the <f>' a and tp's 'are defined on lower and upper ends whereas in [3] the:/ are defined on ideals end dual ideals respectively.
